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The main result of this paper is the extension of the theorem of
Schützenberger, McNaughton, and Papert on star-free sets of finite words to
languages of words of countable length. We also give another proof of the
theorem of Büchi which establishes the equivalence between automata and
monadic second-order sentences for defining sets of words of denumerable
length. © 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
Büchi [Büc60] was the first to use certain formulæ of logic, known as (monadic)
second order formulæ, in order to define sets of finite words. Monadic second-order
formulæ are built from (first-order) variables x, y, ... representing positions in
words, (second-order) variables X, Y, ... representing sets of positions, an ordering
relation < between positions, a unary relation X(x) which allows us to test
whether the value of a first-order variable belongs to a set of positions or not, and,
for every letter a of the alphabet, a unary relation Ra(x) whose signification is to
test if the letter at position x is an a. The goal of Büchi was to prove the decida-
bility of such a logic. The main argument of the proof of this result consists in
representing the formula with a Kleene automaton. Büchi showed a stronger result:
logic formulæ are in fact equivalent to automata, in the sense that a set of words
described with one formalism can also be described with the other. The restriction
of this logic to first-order logic, that is, the same logic without second-order
variables, was first investigated by McNaughton and Papert [MP71]. They proved
that the class of languages obtained in this way is exactly the class of languages
obtained from the letters by finite boolean operations and product. Such languages
are called star-free. An algebraic formalism, the finite monoids, is also equivalent to
second-order formulæ and automata to define sets of words. Schützenberger
[Sch65] proved a strong result of characterization of star-free languages; the star-
free languages are exactly those defined by a finite group-free monoid. Thus, first-
order formulæ, finite aperiodic monoids and star-free expressions, both define the
same class of languages of finite words.
Finite automata on w-words, that is, words whose letters are indexed by all
nonnegative integers, were first introduced by Büchi [Büc62] to extend his result on
finite words to infinite words. The logic formulæ remain the same, but they are
interpreted using w-words instead of finite words. Büchi’s automata are like Kleene’s,
but with an accepting condition adapted to the recognition of infinite words.
Those automata have been widely studied since their introduction by Büchi. A first
attempt in the direction of the algebraic approach to the theory of w-words was
made by Pécuchet [Péc86a, Péc86b], but a more satisfying one is due to Wilke
[Wil91] and Perrin and Pin [PP97] with the introduction of w-semigroups. The
result on star-free sets on finite words was extended to w-words by Ladner
[Lad77], Thomas [Tho79], and Perrin [Per84]: the star-free languages of w-words
are exactly those recognized by finite groups-free w-semigroups or equivalently
those defined by first-order formulæ.
Büchi, in [Büc64], generalized his idea of automata recognizing w-words to
transfinite words, i.e., words whose letters are indexed by ordinals. He defined,
among others, classes of automata recognizing words of length less than wn, where
n is a given integer. We proved [Bed98b, Bed98a] that those automata are equiva-
lent to a generalization of w-semigroups that are finite algebraic structures called
wn-semigroups. We also extended the star-free results on finite and w-words to
languages of words of length less than wn: again, the star-free languages of
wn-words are exactly those recognized by finite group-free wn-semigroups or
equivalently those defined by first-order formulæ.
Since logicians are not only interested in small ordinals Büchi also worked on
automata recognizing words whose length is a countable ordinal. He proved again
the equivalence between his automata and second-order formulæ to define sets of
words. We introduced [Bed98b, BC98] an algebraic structure, the w1-semigroups,
adapted to study of the languages recognized by these automata.
In this paper we extend the star-free results on finite words, w-words, and words
of length less than wn to languages of words of countable length: again, the star-free
languages of words of countable length are exactly those recognized by finite group-
free w1-semigroups or equivalently those defined by first-order formulæ. We also
give another proof of the result of Büchi which establishes the equivalence between
automata and second-order formulæ to define sets of words of countable length.
The proof we give is an extension of an elegant one from Straubing [Str94] for
finite word case.
Some knowledge of ordinals is required to read the paper. Although we tried to
obtain a self-contained paper, some previous knowledge of automata and semigroups
is also welcome.
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
For the theory of ordinals we refer to [Sie65] or [Ros82]. We note by Succ the
class of successor ordinals, Lim the class of limit ordinals and Ord=Succ 2 Lim 2
{0}. As usual we identify the linear order on ordinals with the membership. An
ordinal a is then identified with the set of all ordinals smaller than a. If
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wa1 · n1+wa2 · n2+·· ·+wak · nk is the Cantor normal form of an ordinal a the end of
a, noted by end(a), is wak. An increasing sequence (ab)b < c of ordinals less than t is
cofinal with an ordinal t if, for any d < t, there exists b < c such that d < ab < t.
Observe that this implies that t ¥ Lim. The first ordinal of uncountable cardinality
is noted w1. We recall the following well-known theorem on limit ordinals less
than w1:
Theorem 1.1. Let t < w1 be a limit ordinal. There exists an increasing sequence
(ai)i < w of ordinals less than t which is cofinal with t. Furthermore, there does not
exist such a sequence for w1, which is the smallest limit ordinal having this property.
Let a be an ordinal and A a finite set. The set A is usually called an alphabet.
Each element of an alphabet is a letter. A word u of length a on A is a function
u: aQ A, which associates a letter to any position in the word. A position in the
word is any ordinal less than a. A word u of length a can also be seen as sequence
u=(ub)b < a of a letters (or a-sequence) of A. For this reason we sometimes allow
ourselves to take one for the other in the remainder of the paper. The word of
length 0 is the empty word and is noted by l.
Example 1.1. Let A={a, b, c}. The word u of length 2 on A defined by
u(0)=a and u(1)=b (or equally u0=a and u1=b) is the only word of length 2
whose first letter in an ‘‘a’’ and second letter is a ‘‘b.’’ For practical reasons u is also
noted by mere concatenation : u=ab.
Example 1.2. Let A={a, b}. The word u of length w defined by u2k=a and
u2k+1=b for any integer k is the only word in which the indexes of the letters are
exactly all the integers and formed by infinite (w) repetition of ab: ‘‘a’’ appears at
even positions, ‘‘b’’ at odd positions.
Example 1.3. Let A={a, b}. The word u of length w+2 defined by u2a=a,
with a [ w, and whose other letters are a ‘‘b’’ is the only word of length w+2
formed by infinite (w+1) repetition of ab.
Let u be a word of length a on a finite set Au and v be a word of length b on a
finite set Av. The product of u and v, noted by u · v, or uv for short, is the word u of
length a+b on Au 2 Av such that:
wc=˛uc if 0 [ c < auc−a if a [ c < a+b.
Clearly the product of words is an associative operation. If (ub)b < a is a sequence
of words over A then<b < a ub is the word v of length ;b < a |ub | defined by, for any
c < |v|,
u(c)=ud(c− e),
where d is the greatest possible ordinal such that ;b < d |ub | [ c and e=;b < d |ub |.
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Example 1.4. Let u be the word of Example 1.1 and v the word of Example 1.2.
The product of v and u is the word of Example 1.3. Observe that the product of
words is not a commutative operation, since in this example uv=v ] vu.
If w=xyz then x, y, and z are called factors of w, x a left factor (or prefix) of w
and z a right factor (or suffix) of w. A factor of w is proper if it is different from w.
Let a and b be ordinals with a < b and u a word such that |u| \ b. By u[a, b[ we
note the word of length b−a such that u[a, b[(c)=u(a+c) for any 0 [ c < b−a.
A decomposition of a word u into a product of factors <b < a(vb) is called a fac-
torization of u. The factorization is cofinal with |u| if (;b < c |vb |)c < a is cofinal with
|u|. Let A be an alphabet, a, b ordinals such that b < a and n an integer. We note by
Aa the set of all words on A of length a, A< a is the set of all words on A of length
less than a, and A[b, a[ the set of all words on A of length c such that b [ c < a.
A set of words is also called a language. Let L be a language and a an ordinal. Then
La=3u: u=D
b < a
vb with vb ¥ L for any b < a4 and L< a=0
b < a
Lb.
If L1 and L2 are two languages, L1 2 L2 is sometimes noted by L1+L2. For practi-
cal reasons, a language composed of only one word u is sometimes simply noted u.
The powerset of a set S is noted by P(S),P(S)−{”} by [S], [S] 2 S by [S]10,
and the cardinal of S by |S|.
1.1. Automata
In this section we give the definition of automata used in this paper.
Büchi automata [Büc65] on transfinite words are a generalization of usual
(Kleene) automata on finite words, with a second transition function for limit
ordinals. States reached at limit points depend only on states reached before.
Definition 1.1. An automaton A is a 5-tuple (Q, A, E, I, F) where Q is the
finite set of states, A a finite alphabet, E ı ([Q]10×A×Q) the set of transitions,
I ı Q the set of initial states, and F ı [Q]10 the set of final elements.
We now explain how these automata are used to define languages. In order to
define the notion of path we need the following definition:
Definition 1.2. Let E be a nonempty set, a a countable ordinal, and e=
(eb)b < a a sequence of elements of [E]
1
0. The sequence e is continuous if
• eb ¥ E for every nonlimit ordinal b less than a,
• et ¥ [E] for every limit ordinal t less than a,
• if t is a limit ordinal less than a and q ¥ E then q ¥ et iff there exists an
increasing w-sequence (ai)i < w of nonlimit ordinals less than t which is cofinal with
t such that q=eai for every integer i.
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FIG. 1. An automaton recognizing (aa+b)< w1−l.
Observe that the values of a continuous sequence at limit points are entirely
determined by the ones indexed by smaller successor ordinals.
We are now ready to define paths in an automaton:
Definition 1.3. LetA=(Q, A, E, I, F) be an automaton, p ¥ Q, and pŒ ¥ [Q]10.
A path c of length a from p to pŒ inA is a countable continuous (a+1)-sequence of
elements of [Q]10 such that
• c0=p and ca=pŒ,
• for any b < a there exists ab ¥ A such that (cb, ab, cb+1) is a transition ofA.
The word u=(ac)c < a is called a label of c. The path is successful iff p ¥ I and
pŒ ¥ F. We note by L(A) the class of labels of successful paths. A word is accepted
(or recognized) by A iff it belongs to L(A). We say that a language L is accepted
(or recognized) byA if L=L(A).
An automaton (Q, A, E, I, F) can be pictured as a graph in which the nodes
represent the elements of [Q]10. The edges are labeled and represent the transitions.
Initial states have a small ingoing arrow, and the elements of F a small outgoing
arrow.
Example 1.5. Let A={a, b}. The automaton A in Fig. 1 recognizes
(aa+b)< w1−l.
Example 1.6. Let A={a, b}. The automaton A drawn in Fig. 2 recognizes
(ab)< w1−l.
The reader familiar with automata on w-words should have noticed that this
definition of automata extends the definition of usual Muller automata [Mul63] on
w-words. We refer the reader interested in rational expressions equivalent to this
kind of automata to [Woj84, Woj85].
This theorem will be needed in the remainder of the paper.
Theorem 1.2 (Büchi). Let A be an alphabet and A and B be two automata
recognizing languages on A. Automata recognizing L(A) 2L(B), L(A) 5L(B),
and A< w1−L(A) can effectively be built fromA and B.
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FIG. 2. An automaton recognizing (ab)< w1−l.
1.2. Semigroups
A semigroup S is a set equipped with an internal associative function written in
multiplicative form; for short we write xy instead of x ·y. An element s of S is the
zero of S if xs=sx=s for any x ¥ S. It is called the neutral element of S if
xs=sx=x for any x ¥ S. A zero is usually noted by 0 and a neutral element by 1.
An element e of a semigroup is called idempotent if e2=e. The set of all idempo-
tents of a semigroup S is noted E(S). A pair (s, e) of elements of S is linked if se=s
and e is an idempotent. It is well known that each element of a finite semigroup S
has an idempotent power (that is, for every s ¥ S, there exists an integer ns such that
(sns)2=sns). The least common multiple of all such ns is called the exponent of S
and is usually noted by p. A semigroup S is aperiodic if there exists an integer
(called the index of S) n such that for any s ¥ S, sn=sn+1. A monoid is a semigroup
with an identity, usually noted 1. Let S be a semigroup. A subsemigroup SŒ of S is a
subset of S such that SŒ is a semigroup. We note by S1 the monoid S 2 {1} if S is
not a monoid, S otherwise. A subset I of a semigroup S is an ideal of S iff
S1IS1=I. A morphism between two algebraic structures of the same kind is a func-
tion preserving operations. For example, if S and T are two semigroups and j is a
morphism from S to T, then for all x, y in S, j(x ·y)=j(x) ·j(y). A semigroup T
is a quotient of a semigroup S if there exists a surjective morphism j: SQ T.
A congruence is an equivalence relation preserving operations, usually noted ’ .
For example, a semigroup congruence ’ verifies x ’ yS uxv ’ uyv. This condi-
tion ensures that the set of equivalence class S/’ can naturally be equipped with
an associative product and that the mapping which associates to an element its
equivalence class is a (surjective) semigroup morphism. This remark is also true for
algebras more complex than semigroups. If ’1 and ’2 are two congruences on an
algebraic structure S we say that ’1 is a refinement of ’2 if and only if, for every
x, y ¥ S, x ’1 yS x ’2 y. It is well known that finite semigroups are equivalent to
usual automata on finite words to define sets of words and that to any rational
language one can attach a canonical finite semigroup. A similar result holds in the
theory of w-words.
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The relations we introduce now enable the study of the multiplicative structure of
finite semigroups. The four preorders (reflexive and transitive relations) [D, [R,
[L, [H are defined by:
s1 [D s2 . S1s1S1 ı S1s2S1
s1 [R s2 . s1S1 ı s2S1
s1 [L s2 . S1s1 ı S1s2
s1 [H s2 . s1 [R s2 et s1 [L s2.
In other words, s1 [D s2 iff there exist t1, t2 ¥ S1 such that s1=t1s2t2, s1 [R s2 iff
there exist t ¥ S1 such that s1=s2t, and s1 [L s2 iff there exist t ¥ S1 such that
s1=ts2.
We deduce from these four preorders the following four equivalence relations,
known as Green’s relations:
s1 D s2 . s1 [D s2 and s2 [D s1
s1 R s2 . s1 [R s2 and s2 [R s1
s1 L s2 . s1 [L s2 and s2 [L s1
s1H s2 . s1 [H s2 and s2 [H s1.
In particular, s1H s2 iff s1 R s2 and s1 L s2.
If K ¥ {D , R ,L,H} we write s1 <K s2 if s1 [K s2 and s2 ÁK s1. An equiva-
lence class forK is called aK-class. TheK-class of s ¥ S is noted byK(s).
We will use the following propositions on elements of semigroups. We refer to
[Pin84] for proofs.
Proposition 1.1. Let S be a semigroup and e, eŒ two idempotents of S. Then
e D eŒ iff there exist x, y ¥ S such that e=xy and eŒ=yx.
Proposition 1.2. Let S be a finite semigroup and a and b be two elements of S. If
a D b and a [R b (resp. a [L b) then a R b (resp. aL b).
We also have this property onH-classes:
Proposition 1.3. Let S be a finite semigroup. An H-class of S containing an
idempotent e is a group whose neutral element is e.
We now describe algebraic structures adapted to the study of words whose length
is a denumerable ordinal. Those structure where introduced in [Bed98b, BC98].
The following theorem, whose proof uses Ramsey-type arguments, lays the
foundations for extending finite semigroups in order to deal with words of infinite
length:
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Theorem 1.3. Let S be a finite semigroup and x=(xi)i < w be an w-sequence
over S. There exist a cofinal factorization <i < w x[ki, ki+1[ of x and a linked pair
(s, e) of S such that xk0 ...xk1 −1=s and xkj ...xkj+1 −1=e for 0 < j < w.
We now define the notion of an w1-semigroup. Roughly speaking, an
w1-semigroup is a set S equipped with a product which maps any sequence of
countable length over S to an element of S. This notion generalizes the usual notion
of a semigroup where the product is defined on finite sequences of elements.
Semigroups adapted to ordinals, in particular w1-semigroups, were introduced in
[Bed98b].
Definition 1.4. An w1-semigroup is a set S equipped with a function
j: S[1, w1[Q S, called product, which satisfies the following properties
1. For any element s ¥ S, j(s)=s.
2. For any word x of countable length over S, and any factorization
<c < b x[ac, ac+1[ of x, then
j(x)=j 1D
c < b
j(x[ac, ac+1[)2 .
The second condition on j ensures that it verifies an extension of the associa-
tivity of the product semigroups are endowed with.
The following example corresponds to the free semigroup A+ over a finite
alphabet A.
Example 1.7. Let A be an alphabet and let A< w1 be the set of words over A of
countable length. The concatenation maps any sequence of words of A< w1 to a
word of A< w1. It can easily be verified that A< w1 equipped with the concatenation
as the product is an w1-semigroup. This w1-semigroup is actually the free
w1-semigroup on A.
Since the description of products of elements of infinite sequences is infinite,
w1-semigroups are not very interesting objects, even if the number of elements is
finite. Wilke [Wil91] proved that when a semigroup S is finite, then the product of
elements of w-sequences of elements of S is entirely determined by the infinite pro-
ducts of the form sw=ssss... . In other words, the product of elements of an
w-sequence is entirely determined by the products of elements of w-sequences
composed of the same element. As a consequence, since every countable limit
ordinal is the limit of an increasing w-sequence, products of elements of
a-sequences, with a a countable ordinal, are entirely determined by the product of
elements of finite sequence and by the products of elements of w-sequences
composed of the same element. Thus, w1-semigroups really become finite objects
when they have a finite number of elements (i.e., finite w1-semigroups are objects of
finite signature).
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Definition 1.5. An w1-Wilke algebra S is a finite semigroup equipped with an
internal unary operation w: SQ S (noted in a postfix form) verifying, for any
s, t ¥ S
• s(ts)w=(st)w,
• (sn)w=sw for any positive integer n.
We refer to [Bed98b] for the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 1.4. Let S be a finite set equipped with an associative binary product ·
and with a unary map w: SQ S verifying the properties of the w operator of
Definition 1.5. Then S can be endowed in an unique manner of a product j verifying:
• j((xi)i < 2)=x0 · x1 for any x0, x1 ¥ S,
• j(t)=sw for any s ¥ S, if t is the w-sequence whose elements are all equal to s,
• conditions on the j application of Definition 1.4.
Conversely, if S is a finite set equipped with an application j that makes S a finite
w1-semigroup, then S can be endowed in a unique manner of an associative binary
product · and a unary map w: SQ S such that
• j((xi)i < 2)=x0 · x1 for any x0, x1 ¥ S,
• j(t)=sw for any s ¥ S, if t is the w-sequence whose elements are all equal to s,
• w verifies conditions on the w application of Definition 1.5.
The previous theorem justifies that from now on we shall not distinguish between
finite w1-semigroups and w1-Wilke algebras. We also shall not differenciate between
sw and the product of the elements of an w-sequence whose elements are all equal
to s.
Even if the notion of an w1-semigroup does not really fit into the general frame-
work of a universal algebra, the following notions are self-understanding: morphism
of w1-semigroups, quotient of w1-semigroups, sub-w1-semigroup, congruence of
w1-semigroups. For an w1-semigroup S, we note by S1 the w1-semigroup obtained
by adding a neutral element to S. We say that a morphism of w1-semigroups
j: SQ T recognizes a subset X of S if j−1j(X)=X. This subset X is recognizable if
there exist a finite w1-semigroup TŒ and a morphism jŒ: SQ TŒ of w1-semigroups
such that jŒ recognizes X. We also say that T recognizes X if there exists jœ: SQ T
such that jœ−1jœ(X)=X.
By extension to the finite words case, with any recognizable subset X of an
w1-semigroup S, one can effectively associate a canonical finite w1-semigroup
synt(X) which divides any w1-semigroup recognizing X. This syntactic
w1-semigroup is the quotient of S by a syntactic congruence ’X we now define.
This syntactic congruence is actually the counterpart of Arnold’s congruence
[Arn85] for recognizable languages of w-words.
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Definition 1.6. Let S be an w1-semigroup and X a subset of S. For any
x, y ¥ S, we say that x ’Xy iff for any positive integer m and any elements
s0, ..., sm ¥ S1,
s0(...(((xs1)w s2)w s3)w...)w sm ¥X. s0(...(((ys1)w s2)w s3)w...)w sm ¥X.
For m=1, the expression s0(...(((xs1)w s2)w s3)w...)w sm should be understood as
s0xs1.
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a recognizable subset of an w1-semigroup S. The relation
’X is a congruence of an w1-semigroup of finite index and the quotient S/’X of S by
’X divides any w1-semigroup recognizing X. The w1-semigroup S/’X is called the
syntactic w1-semigroup of X and is noted by synt(X).
In particular, synt(X) is finite and is smaller than anyw1-semigroup recognizingX.
Example 1.8. Let A={a, b} be an alphabet and S={a, b, 0, 1, ab, ba, aba, aw,
awa} the w1-semigroup whose D-classes structure is1
1H-classes with a star inside contain an idempotent, while others do not.
* 1, a
* b : baab * aba
* aw * awa
* 0
and such that 0 is a zero for S, 1 the neutral element of S for the product only,
a2=1, bab=0, baw=b, awb=aw, awab=0, bw=b, and (aw)w=aw. Let j: A[1, w1[
Q S be the morphism of w1-semigroups defined by j(a)=a and j(b)=b. Then S
recognizes L=(aa+b)< w1−l since L=j−1({1, b, aw}). Furthermore, S is the
syntactic w1-semigroup of L.
The following theorem [Bed98b, BC98] establishes the link between finite
w1-semigroups and automata. Its proof (see [Bed98b]) uses effective constructions
to obtain an object of one of the two formalisms from the other.
Theorem 1.6. Let A be a finite alphabet and L a subset of A< w1. There exists an
automatonA such thatL(A)=L iff synt(L) is finite.
Example 1.9. Let A={a, b} and L=(aa+b)< w1. The language L is recognized
by the automaton of Example 1.5 and its finite syntactic w1-semigroup is given in
Example 1.8.
We now give a few definitions and propositions needed in the last sections of the
paper.
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If X and Y are sets of words we note by X·Y
|Ł
the set of words u that verify for
every 0 < x < |u| there exist x [ y < |u| and y < z < |u| such that u[0, y[ ¥X and
u[y, z[ ¥ Y.
Proposition 1.4. Let A be an alphabet, S be a finite w1-semigroup, (s, e) a linked
pair of S, and j: A[1, w1[Q S a morphism of w1-semigroups. Then
j−1(s) j−1(e)w ı j−1(s) ·j−1(e)
|||||||||Ł
ı 0
f ¥ Ps, e
j−1(s) j−1(f)w,
where Ps, e={f ¥ S : sf=s, ef=f, and f2=f}.
Proof. The left inclusion is immediate. Let us turn to the other one. Assume
u ¥ j−1(s) ·j−1(e)
|||||||||Ł
. Now let (xjyj)j < w be an w-sequence of prefixes of u such that
xj ¥ j−1(s), yj ¥ j−1(e), |xj | > |xj−1yj−1 | for every integer j > 0 and (|xiyi |)i < w is
cofinal with |u|. Let (zj)j < w be the w-sequence of words such that xj+1=xjzj
for any integer j. As a consequence of Theorem 1.3, u=x0 <i < w zi has a factor-
ization u=(x0z0 · · · zn0 −1)<i < w (zni · · · zni+1 −1) such that j(x0z0 · · · zn0 −1)=r and
j(znj · · · znj+1 −1)=f for a linked pair (r, f) of S. Since j(x0z0 · · · zn0 −1)=j(xj) for
some j it follows that r=s. Since j(zn0 · · · zn1 −1)=f, yn0 is a prefix of zn0 and
j(yn0 )=e it follows that f=eg for some g ¥ S, so ef=eeg=eg=f, which ends
the proof of the right inclusion. L
Corollary 1.1. j−1(e)w=j−1(s) ·j−1(e)
|||||||||Ł
.
Proof. It suffices to use the previous proposition with s=e. Since ef=e and
ef=f then e=f. L
We will use the following propositions on idempotents of finite w1-semigroups:
Proposition 1.5. Let S be a finite w1-semigroup and e, eŒ two idempotents of S.
If e D eŒ then ewL eŒw.
Proof. According to Proposition 1.1 there exist x, y ¥ S such that e=xy and
eŒ=yx. So ew=(xy)w=x(yx)w=xeŒw and eŒw=(yx)w=y(xy)w=yew which
proves that ewL eŒw. L
Proposition 1.6. Let S be a finite w1-semigroup and e, eŒ two idempotents of S.
If e R eŒ then ew=eŒw.
Proof. Since e R eŒ there exists x ¥ S1 such that eŒx=e. One can easily show
that e R eŒ R eeŒ R eŒe. This implies in particular that eŒ D eeŒ. Since eeŒ [L eŒ and
eŒ D eeŒ it follows from Proposition 1.2 that eeŒH eŒ; i.e., eŒxeŒH eŒ. Let h=eŒxeŒ.
Since H(eŒ) is a group of neutral element eŒ according to Proposition 1.3, there
exists a positive integer n such that hn=eŒ. Let now y=hn−1eŒx. We have
eŒy=eŒ(eŒxeŒ)n−1 eŒx=(eŒx)n=en=e and yeŒ=(eŒxeŒ)n−1 eŒxeŒ=(eŒxeŒ)n=eŒ. So
ew=(eŒy)w=eŒ(yeŒ)w=eŒeŒw=eŒw. L
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We say that an w1-semigroup S is aperiodic if S viewed as a simple semigroup is
aperiodic, or, equivalently, if there is an integer n such that sn=sn+1 for any s ¥ S,
i.e., S contains only tivial subgroups (S is group-free).
The following results are trivial adaptations of the analog on semigroups.
Proposition 1.7. Let ’1 and ’2 be two congruences on an w1-semigroup S.
Then ’1 is a refinement of ’2 iff there exists a surjective morphism from S/’1 into
S/’2.
Proposition 1.8. Let A be an alphabet and X a recognizable subset of A[1, w1[.
Then X is recognizable by an aperiodic w1-semigroup iff A[1, w1[/’X is aperiodic.
Proposition 1.9 (Cancellation proposition). Let p, q, and r be elements of an
aperiodic w1-semigroup S. If p=qpr then p=qp=pr.
Proof. If S is aperiodic there exists an integer m such that qm=qm+1, so
p=qpr=qmprm=qm+1prm=qp. The proof of p=qprS p=pr is similar. L
Proposition 1.10. Let p be an element of an aperiodic w1-semigroup S. Then
H(p)={p}.
Proof. By definitionH(p)=R(p) 5L(p). Let x ¥H(p). There exist a, b ¥ S1
such that x=pa and p=bx. Using the cancellation proposition it follows that
x=pa=bxa=bx=p. L
Proposition 1.11. Let x and y be two elements of an aperiodic w1-semigroup S.
If xy D x (resp. yx D x) then xy R x (resp. yxL x).
Proof. If xy D x there exist a, b ¥ S1 such that x=axyb, and by the cancellation
proposition x=xyb, so x [R xy. Since obviously xy [R x then xy R x. The proof
that yx D x implies yxL x is similar. L
As an immediate corollary:
Corollary 1.2. Let s be an element of an aperiodic w1-semigroup S. If s D sw
then s R sw.
Proof. It suffices to replace y by xw in the statement of Proposition 1.11. The
result holds because xxw=xw. L
Proposition 1.12. Let r, s, t be elements of an aperiodic w1-semigroup S. Then
rs D st D s iff rst D s.
Proof. We first prove that rs D st D s implies rst D s. If rs D st D s there exist
a, b, c, d ¥ S1 such that s=arsb and s=cstd, so by the cancellation proposition
s=ars and s=std, which implies s=arstd and s [D rst. Since obviously rst [D s
we have rst D s.
Let us show now that rst D s implies rs D st D s. Obviously st [R s. By hypoth-
esis there exist a, b ¥ S1 such that s=arstb, so s=stb by the cancellation
proposition, so st R s. The proof that rsL s uses the same argument. L
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1.3. Logic
We now define sets of words by sentences of formal logic, that is, by logical
properties of words; this is based on the sequential calculus of Büchi.
1.3.1. Syntax
Let A be an alphabet. Our first-order formulæ are inductively built from a set of
element variables usually noted by x, y, z, x1, y1, z1, ..., a unary predicate Ra for
each a ¥ A, a binary relation symbol < , an existential quantifier , on variables, a
binary logical connector K , and a unary one ¬ :
• If x is a variable and a ¥ A, then Ra(x) is a formula.
• If x and y are variables, then x < y is a formula.
• If f is a formula, then so is ¬ f.
• If f and k are formulæ, then so is fKk.
• If x is a variable and f a formula, then ,xf is a formula.
We shall add parentheses for clarity. For convenience, we define the abbrevia-
tions -xf for ¬ ,x ¬ f, fQ k for ¬ f K k, fY k for (fQ k)N (kQ f), fNk
for ¬ ( ¬ fK ¬ k), x=y for ( ¬ (x < y))N ( ¬ (y < x)), x [ y for (x=y)K
(x < y), x ] y for ¬ (x=y), x=y+1 for y < xN ¬ (,z z < xNy < z), -yzx k for
-x((z [ xNx < y)Q k), ,yzx k for ,x(z [ xNx < yNk), and Lim(x) for ( ¬ ,y x=
y+1)N (,y y < x). When one of those abbreviations introduces a new name of
variable we suppose that this name is new in the formula in which the abbreviation
is used.
If x and y are variables and a a letter, the formulæ Ra(x) and x < y are called
atomic formulæ.
Definition 1.7. Let f be a first-order formula and x a first-order variable. The
quantifier height of f, noted by hq(f), is inductively defined on the structure of f:
• hq(x < y)=hq(Ra(x))=0
• hq( ¬ f)=hq(f)
• hq(fKk)=max(hq(f), hq(k))
• hq(,xf)=hq(f)+1.
For every formula f we define by induction the set FV(f) of free variables of f:
• FV(Ra(x))={x} • FV(fKk)=FV(f) 2 FV(k)
• FV(x < y)={x, y} • FV(,xf)=FV(f)−{x}
• FV( ¬ f)=FV(f).
An occurence of a variable x in a formula f is free if there does not exist any
subformula k of f such that the occurrence is in k and x ¨ FV(k). A nonfree
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occurrence of a variable in a formula is said to be bounded. A sentence is a formula
f such that FV(f)=”. For simplicity, we assume that if x is a variable, ,x appears
at most one time in a formula and that if f is a formula and x ¥ FV(f), then ,xk is
not a subformula of f. In other words, we assume that in formula all identical
names of variables refer to the same variable.
Our monadic second-order formulæ (or second-order formulæ for short) are first-
order formulæ in which variables of sets, also called (monadic) second-order
variables, are allowed. We make a difference between second-order and first-order
vatiables by noting the former using upper-cases letters and the latter with lower
case letters. Formally, we build second-order formulæ by adding five items to the
rules of construction of first-order formulæ:
• Any first-order formula is considered as a second-order formula,
• If x and X are respectively first- and second-order variables, then X(x) is a
(atomic) second-order formula.
• If X is a second-order variable and f a second-order formula, then ,Xf is a
second-order formula.
• If f and k are both second-order formulæ then so are fKk and ¬ k,
• If x is a first-order variable and f a second-order formula then so is ,xf.
Free variables are defined for second-order formulæ as for first-order formulæ.
The set of free first-order variables of a formula f will be noted by FV1(f), the set
of its free second-order variables by FV2(f). The set of free variables of a second-
order formula is the union of its free first-order variables and second-order variables
(FV(f)=FV1(f) 2 FV2(f)).
1.3.2. Semantics
We now explain the meaning of formulæ. We define L(f), the set of words
verifying properties described by the formula f as [PP86] (see also [Str94]):
Definition 1.8. Let V, VŒ be respectively finite sets of first-order and second-
order variables, A an alphabet, and a a countable ordinal. A (V, VŒ)-marked word
of length a over A is a word <b < a(ab, Vb, V −b) over A×P(V)×P(VŒ) such that
Vb 5 Vc=” if b ] c and 1b < a Vb=V.
Definition 1.9. Let f be a formula, V, VŒ two finite sets such that FV1(f) ı V
(resp. FV2(f) ı VŒ) and there is no x ¥ V (resp. X ¥ VŒ) that appears bounded in f,
and w=<b < a (ab, Vb, V −b) a (V, VŒ)-marked word of countable length a over an
alphabet A. We say that w satisfies f, and note w/ f, iff
• in case f has the form ¬ k, not w / k,
• in case f has the form kKq, w / k, or w/ q,
• in case f has the form x < y, x ¥ Vb, y ¥ Vc, and b < c (the symbol < repre-
sents the usual linear ordering on ordinals),
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• in case f has the form Ra(x), (ab, Vb, V
−
b) is a letter of w with ab=a and
x ¥ Vb,
• in case f has the form X(x), (ab, Vb, V
−
b) is a letter of w with x ¥ Vb and
X ¥ V −b,
• in case f has the form ,xk, there exists b < a such that (a0, V0, V −0) · · ·
(ab, Vb 2 {x}, V −b) · · · is a (V 2 {x}, VŒ)-marked word wŒ over A and wŒ / k for
some b < a,
• in case f has the form ,Xk, there exists a set (eventually empty) B of ordinals
smaller than a such that w in which each letter (ab, Vb, V
−
b) of index b ¥ B is
replaced by (ab, Vb, V
−
b 2 {X}) satisfies f.
If w=<b < a ab is a word over A and f a sentence, then w/ f iff<b < a (ab,”) / f.
Let f be a sentence. We say that a word w ¥L(f) iff w / f.
Example 1.10. The sets of words of successor length containing an ‘‘a’’ letter is
defined by the sentence:
,xRa(x)N,y -z(z [ y).
Let f and k be two first-order formulæ. We say that f and k are (logically)
equivalent, and write f — k, if L(f)=L(k). If a is an ordinal, A an alphabet,
and f a first-order formula then L< a(f) denotes L(f) 5 A< a,L[1, a[(f) denotes
L(f) 5 A[1, a[, andLa(f) denotesL(f) 5 Aa.
This is a well-known result on formulæ:
Definition 1.10. A first-order formula f is in disjunctive normal form if
• hq(f)=0 and f is
I
m
i=1
L
pi
j=1
f(i, j) ,
where each f(i, j) is an atomic formula or a negation of atomic formula and there
does not exist any repetition of a conjuct or a disjunct,
• hq(f)=n+1 and f is
I
m
i=1
L
pi
j=1
f(i, j),
where each f(i, j) is one of ,xj, ¬ ,xj, j with j a first-order formula in disjunctive
normal form, hq(j) [ n, and there does not exist any repetition of a conjuct or a
disjunct.
Proposition 1.13. Every first-order formula is logically equivalent to a first-
order formula in disjunctive normal form of the same quantifier height.
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Corollary 1.3. Let V be a finite set of variables and n an integer. There exist
only a finite number of first-order formulæ f such that hq(f) [ n, modulo the logical
equivalence, with variables in V.
Proposition 1.14. For every first-order formula f there exists a first-order
formula
Q1x1 · · ·Qnxnk
which is logically equivalent to f, where Q1 · · ·Qn are , or -, x1...xn first-order
variables and k a first-order formula without any quantifier.
1.4. Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé Games
Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé games are a play tool from model theory. We use first-order
Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé games for proving that two words satisfy exactly the same
logic formulæ. Since they are not the subject of this paper, we only introduce here
the material needed in the remainder of the paper. We refer to [Str94] for a very
clear and more exhaustive presentation of the subject.
Let u, v be two { }-marked words and n an integer. The Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé
games are two players games. Let U and B note these two players. U tries to prove
that u and v do not satisfy the same atomic formulæ, while B tries to displease his
or her opponent. Each player has n pebbles, labeled z1, ..., zn. U plays first: he or
she chooses between u and v (say u for example) and places the pebble z1 on a posi-
tion of u, thus building a {z1}-marked word. B plays his or her pebble z1 on the
other marked word, and so on. The game ends when the two players have no more
pebbles. U has won the game if there exists an atomic formula with free variables in
{z1, ..., zn} that is satisfied by one of the two obtained {z1, ..., zn}-marked words
but not the other, otherwise B has won. We say that a player has a winning strategy
if he or she wins the game, independently of what his or her opponent plays.
For a proof of the following well-known results on games on words, see [Ehr61,
Lad77, Str94].
Proposition 1.15. Let n be an integer and u and v two { }-marked words. One of
the two players has a winning strategy on the game on (u, v) with n pebbles.
We write u ’n v iff B has a winning strategy on (u, v) using n pebbles, or u ¾n v
otherwise.
Proposition 1.16. u ’n v iff u and v satisfy exactly the same first-order sentences
of quantifier height at most n.
Clearly, ’n is an equivalence relation.
Proposition 1.17. Let n be an integer. Then ’n has a finite number of equiva-
lence classes.
Proposition 1.18. Let x1, x2, y1, and y2 be { }-marked words and n an integer. If
x1 ’n y1 and x2 ’n y2 then x1x2 ’n y1y2.
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Proof. The winning strategy of B consists in partitioning the game in two parts:
pebbles played on (x1, y1) and pebbles played on (x2, y2). He or she just applies his
or her winning strategies on each of the two parts. To prove that this strategy suf-
fices for B to win the game, assume he or she loses; i.e., x1x2 ¾n y1y2. An atomic
formula is verified in one marked word (the marked-word build from x1x2, for
example) and not in the other. Assume first this atomic formula is x < y. If pebbles
labeled x and y were both played in x1 then the other pebbles labeled x and y were
played in y1, according to the strategy of B. Then U has a winning strategy for the
game (x1, y1) using n pebbles: it suffices to play exactly like he or she did in the
game (x1x2, y1y2) without playing the pebbles he or she played on x2 or y2. So
x1 ¾n y1, which is a contradiction. The rest of the proof uses similar arguments. L
This result can be easily generalized:
Proposition 1.19. Let (xb)b < a and (yb)b < a be two sequences of { }-marked
words and n an integer. If xb ’n yb for every b < a then<b < a xb ’n <b < a yb.
Proof. As in the previous position. L
The ordinal number a can be thought as a word of length a on an alphabet con-
taining only one letter. The following is a well-known result of Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé
games on ordinals. For proofs, see for example [Ros82].
Proposition 1.20. Let n be an integer. For every k \ 2n−1, k ’n k+1.
2. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN MONADIC SECOND-ORDER
FORMULAE AND AUTOMATA
In this section we give another proof of this well-known result of Büchi:
Theorem 2.1 (Büchi). Let A be a finite alphabet. A subset L of A< w1 is recog-
nizable by an automaton iff there exists a monadic second-order formula f such that
L=L(f).
We emphasize that the constructions we will give in this proof are effective. These
constructions will be used in the section on star-free sets. They are an adaptation of
constructions from Straubing [Str94], who gave a proof of a similar theorem, but
restricted to finite words.
Starting from an automaton A=(Q, A, E, I, F), we build a monadic second-
order sentence f such that L(f)=L(A) by coding the states of A by second-
order variables and using sentences meaning that a word u belongs toL(A) iff it is
the label of a successful path in A, i.e., iff there exist sets (Xs)s ¥ [Q]10 of ordinals less
than |u| such that (we assume first that l ¨L(A))
1. 0 ¥1i ¥ I Xi,
2. both of the following conditions are true:
(i) if |u| ¥ Succ and |u|−1 ¥Xs there exists f ¥ F such that (s, u|u|−1, f) ¥ E,
(ii) if |u| ¥ Lim there exists {s1, ..., sp} ¥ F such that the Xsi are exactly
those containing a sequence of ordinals cofinal with |u|,
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3. a ¥Xs for s ¥ [Q] iff a ¥ Lim,
4. if a ¥Xs and a+1 ¥Xt then (s, ua, t) ¥ E,
5. a ¥X{s1, ..., sp} iff Xsi are exactly those containing a sequence of ordinals
cofinal with a,
6. each ordinal less than |u| belongs to a Xs,
7. all the Xs are disjoints.
These properties are coded by the following second-order sentences:
1. k1. — -x ¬ ,y y < xQJi ¥ I Xi(x),
2. k2. — k(i)(i) Nk(ii)(ii) with
(i)
k(i)(i) — (,x(-y y [ x))Q ,z 1 (-y y [ z) L
s ¥ [Q]10
1Xs(z)Q I
(sŒ, a, f) ¥ E
sŒ=s
f ¥ F
Ra(z)22 ,
(ii)
k(ii)(ii) — ( ¬ ,x(-y y [ x))
Q I
{s1, ..., sp} ¥ F
11 L
si ¥ {s1, ..., sp}
-y ,z y < zNXsi (z)2 L
t ¥Q−{s1, ..., sp}
¬ -y ,z y < zNXt(z)2,
3.
k3. — -x((Lim(x)N,y y < x)Y I
s ¥ [Q]
Xs(x)),
4.
k4. — -x -y 1 y=x+1Q L
(s, t) ¥ [Q]10 ×Q
(Xs(x)NXt(y)Q I
(sŒ, a, tŒ) ¥ E
sŒ=s
tŒ=t
Ra(x)2 ,
5.
k5. — L
{s1, ..., sp} ¥ [Q]
-x(X{s1, ..., sp}(x)
Y
11 L
si ¥ {s1, ..., sp}
-x0y ,xyz Xsi (z)) L
t ¥ Q−{s1, ..., sp}
¬ -x0y ,xyz Xt(z)22 ,
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6.
k6. — -x I
s ¥ [Q]10
Xs(x),
7.
k7. — L
s ] t, (s, t) ¥ ([Q]10)
2
¬ ,x(Xs(x)NXt(x)).
If [Q]10={s1, ..., sp} and l ¨L(A) we have
L(A)=L 1,Xs1 · · ·,Xsp L
1 [ i [ 7
ki 2 .
If [Q]10={s1, ..., sp} and l ¥L(A) we have
L(A)=L 1 (-x ¬ x=x)K1,Xs1 · · ·,Xsp L
1 [ i [ 7
ki 22 .
We now prove the converse of the theorem. Let A be an alphabet and f a second-
order formula. We build an automatonA such thatL(A)=L(f) by induction on
the structure of f. Let V1 and V2 be respectively the sets of first- and second-order
variables appearing in f, and let L be the set of (V1, V2)-marked words of countable
length on A. If a ¥ A and x ¥ V1 an automaton accepting only the (V1, V2)-marked
words on L with both x in the second component and a as the first component in a
position can easily be built. In other words, this automaton recognizes only the
(V1, V2)-marked words u ¥ L such that u/ RA(x). Such an automaton can be built
for each atomic formula. Since Theorem 1.2 shows that the class of languages
accepted by automata is closed under the boolean operations, it just remains to
prove that if f looks like ,xk (or ,Xk), then we can build from an automaton
recognizing L(k) an automaton A such that L(A)=L(f). By the induc-
tion hypothesis we can build an automaton B=OQ, A×V −1×V
−
2, E, I, FP such
that L(B)=L(k). Let A=OQŒ, A×(V −1−{x})×V −2, EŒ, IŒ, FŒP the automaton
defined by:
• QŒ=Q×{0, 1},
•
EŒ=0 ˛{(q, (a, W1, W2), p) ¥ [QŒ]10×(A×V −1×V −2)×QŒ :(P1(q), (a, W1, W2), P1(p)) ¥ E and P2(p)=P2(q) and x ¨W1}
{(q, (a, W1−{x}, W2), p) ¥ [QŒ]10×(A×V −1×V −2)×QŒ :
(P1(q), (a, W1, W2), P1(p)) ¥ E and P2(p)=1,P2(q)=0 and x ¥W1}
• IŒ={(p, 0): p ¥ I},
• FŒ={p ¥ [QŒ]10 : P1(p) ¥ F and P2(p)=1},
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where P1 is the function from [QŒ]10 to [Q]10 defined by
• P1({p1, ..., pk})={P1(p1), ..., P1(pk)}
• P1((p, q))=p
and P2 is the function from [QŒ]10 to {0, 1} defined by
• P2({p1, ..., pk})=1 iff there exists i ¥ 1 . . . k such that P2(pi)=1
• P2((p, q))=q.
The intuition is that the second component of the elements of QŒ is a boolean
marking the passage in B by a transition labeled by a letter in which x belongs to
the second component. One can esaily verify that L(A)=L(,xk). The construc-
tion for ,Xk uses similar arguments. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Example 2.1. Let L be the language recognized by the automaton of Example 1.5
and f be the following second-order sentence:
,X -x -y(Rb(x)Ny=x+1NRa(y))QX(y)
N-x(X(x)Q (Ra(x)N,y(y=x+1NRa(y)N ¬ X(y))))
N-x(( ¬ X(x)NRa(x))Q (-y(y=x+1NRa(y))QX(y)))
N-x((Ra(x)N ¬ ,y x=y+1)QX(x))
N,x(Ra(x)KRb(x)).
Then L(f)=L. Each word of L can be factorized as a product of ‘‘aa’’ and ‘‘b.’’
The idea of the sentence is that each position of an ‘‘a’’ is either the first or the
second letter of a factor of such a factorization. The positions of the first ‘‘a’’ letter
of the factors are memorized in a set X. The first line of the sentence declares the
existence of X. The second line says that if a ‘‘b’’ in the word is followed by an ‘‘a’’
then this ‘‘a’’ is the first letter of a factor ‘‘aa,’’ so the position just after ‘‘b’’
belongs to X. The third line signifies that each position in X is the position of an
‘‘a’’ and is followed by an ‘‘a’’ whose position is not in X. The fourth line says that
if an ‘‘a’’ whose position is not in X is followed by another ‘‘a,’’ then the position of
the latter is in X. The fifth line signifies that if an ‘‘a’’ occurs at a nonsuccessor
position, then this position must belong to X since it begins an occurrence of a
factor ‘‘aa.’’ Finally, the last line excludes the empty word fromL(f).
Example 2.2. Let L be the language recognized by the automaton of
Example 1.6 and f be the following second-order sentence:
,X ,Y -x( ¬ ,y x=y+1)QX(x)
N-x1 X(x1)Q (Ra(x1)N,y1 y1=x1+1NY(y1))
N-x2Y(x2)Q (Rb(x2)N-y2 y2=x2+1QX(y2))
N,x(Ra(x)KRb(x)).
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Then L(f)=L. The idea of the sentence is that positions of the ‘‘a’’ are kept in a
set X, and positions of the ‘‘b’’ are kept in a set Y. The first line declares the exis-
tence of such sets and says that the positions in the word that are not successors
belong to X. The second line signifies that every position in X is the position of an
‘‘a’’ and that every ‘‘a’’ is followed by a position in Y. The third line says that every
position in Y is the position of a ‘‘b’’ and that if this is not the last position, the
following position belongs to X. Finally, the last line excludes the empty word from
L(f).
3. STAR-FREE SETS
This section is devoted to the citation of the different star-free theorems by
increasing the lengths of words considered.
The first result was obtained on finite words:
Definition 3.1. Let A be an alphabet. The class SF(A, < w) of star-free sets of
finite words on A is the smallest set containing all {a} for a ¥ A and closed under
finite union, complement with respect to A< w and product.
Theorem 3.1 [MP71, Sch65]. Let A be an alphabet and X a recognizable subset
of A< w. The following conditions are equivalent:
• X ¥ SF(A, < w),
• A< w/’X is aperiodic,
• X=L< w(f) for a first-order sentence f.
A similar result holds for sets of w-words:
Definition 3.2. Let A be an alphabet. The class SF(A, w) of star-free sets of
w-words on A is the smallest containing ” closed under finite union, complement
with respect to Aw, and product on the left only by an element of SF(A, < w).
Theorem 3.2 [Lad77, Tho79, Per84]. Let A be an alphabet and X a recogniz-
able subset of Aw. The following conditions are equivalent:
• X ¥ SF(A, w),
• A[1, w
2[/’X is aperiodic,
• X=Lw(f) for a first-order sentence f.
A similar result also holds for sets of words of length less than wn+1, where n is a
fixed integer. It was obtained using algebras adapted to the study of such words,
called wn-semigroups, which are a special case of w1-semigroups.
Definition 3.3. Let A be an alphabet and n an integer. The class
SF(A, [1, wn+1[) of star-free sets of transfinite words of length less than wn+1 on A
is the smallest set containing all {a} for a ¥ A and closed under finite union,
complement with respect to A[1, w
n+1[ and product.
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Theorem 3.3 [Bed98b, Bed]. Let A be an alphabet, n an integer, and X a
recognizable subset of A[1, w
n+1[. The following conditions are equivalent:
• X ¥ SF(A, [1, wn+1[),
• A[1, w
n+1[/’X is aperiodic,
• X=L[1, w
n+1[(f) for a first-order sentence f.
And finally for sets of words of countable length:
Definition 3.4. Let A be an alphabet. The class SF(A, [1, w1[) of star-free sets
of transfinite words of countable length on A is the smallest set containing all {a}
for a ¥ A and closed under finite union, complement with respect to A[1, w1[ and
product.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be an alphabet and X a recognizable subset of A[1, w1[. The
following conditions are equivalent:
• X ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[),
• A[1, w1[/’X is aperiodic,
• X=L[1, w1[(f) for a first-order sentence f.
Observe that the only difference between the definitions of star-free sets is the
length of words in the complementation operation, except for Definition 3.2 which
is a little bit more technical, because the words considered there have a fixed
length w.
The (effective) proof of the previous theorem occupies the remainder of this
paper.
Corollary 3.1. Let A be an alphabet. It is decidable whether a recognizable
subset X of A[1, w1[ is star-free.
Corollary 3.2. Let A be an alphabet and f a second-order formulæ. It is decidable
if there exists a first-order formulæ k such that L(k)=L(f). Furthermore, k can
effectively be built from f.
4. FROM STAR-FREE SETS TO SENTENCES
Let E ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) and u=a0a1 · · · ¥ A[1, w1[. We first prove that there exists
a first-order formula fE which has exactly two free variables x and y such that
(a0,”) · · · (aa, {x}) · · · (ab, {y}) · · · ($,”) / fE iff u[a, b[ ¥ E,
where $ is a new letter which is not in A appearing only at the last position of the
marked word (i.e., the index of ($,”) is |u| in the left member of the equivalence
above). The method is very similar to the one usually used for the finite word case.
If r is a free variable of a formula f the formula f{rP s} is f in which the name r
has been replaced by s.
If E=” then fE — (x=y)N (x ] y). If E={a} where a ¥ A then fE —
y=x+1NRa(x). Assume now the existence of fL and fM for two star-free
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sets L and M. Then fLM — ,r(fL{yP r}N (fM{xP r})) and fL 2M — fL KfM. Let
us turn finally to the complement operation. We have f ¬ E — x < yN ¬ fE.
Thus, we have inductively built fE from a star-free set E. It remains to get rid of
the two free variables x and y. Let f −E — ,z[(-x z [ x)N (fE{xP z})], where z is a
name that does not appear in fE. The only free variable of f
−
E is y. Let f
'
E be the
sentence obtained from f −E substituting the subformulæ of the form r < y by r=r,
and y < r or y=r or r=y (if r is not y) by r ] r, where r is any variable of f −E.
It is not difficult to verify that if E is a star-free set then
u ¥ E iff u/ f'E.
5. FROM SENTENCES TO FINITE APERIODIC w1-SEMIGROUPS
Let A be an alphabet and f a first-order sentence. In this section we use games on
words to prove thatL(f) is recognizable by a finite aperiodic w1-semigroup.
Propositions 1.17 and 1.19 show that A[1, w1[/’hq(f) is a finite w1-semigroup, and
Proposition 1.16 shows that A[1, w1[/’hq(f) recognizesL(f).
The proof that A[1, w1[/’hq(f) is aperiodic directly follows from this proposition:
Proposition 5.1. Let n ¥N and k=2n−1. For every word y ¥ A[1, w1[ then
yk+1 ’n yk.
Proof. As an immediate corollary of Proposition 1.20 we have ak+1 ’n ak for
a ¥ A. Let yk+1=y1y2 · · · yk+1 and yk=y −1y −2 · · · y −k where yi=y −i=y for every
1 [ i [ k and yk+1=y. We consider that U and B play simultaneously two different
games on n turns: the first one on ak+1 and ak and the second one on yk+1 and yk. U
plays first on the second game. If he or she plays in yk+1 (the other case is similar)
on yi at relative position a then he or she also plays on the first game on ak+1 at
position i. B applies his winning strategy in the first game: he or she plays on ak at
position j. His winning strategy in the second game is to play on y −j at relative
position a. L
Thus, A[1, w1[/’L(f) is a finite aperiodic w1-semigroup.
We emphasize that the construction of A[1, w1[/’L(f) is effective. Indeed, we
showed in Section 2 that the construction of an automaton from a second-order
sentence (in particular, from a first-order sentence) is effective. Furthermore, the
proof of Theorem 1.6 uses effective constructions to prove the equivalence between
automata and finite w1-semigroups. Because of its length and technical complexity
the proof of this theorem is not given in this paper. We refer to the reader interested
in the proof to [Bed98b].
6. FROM FIRST-ORDER SENTENCES TO STAR-FREE SETS
Let f be a first-order sentence and A be an alphabet. In the previous section we
showed that the set of words u ¥ A[1, w1[ such that u/ f is a finite union of equiva-
lence classes for ’hq(f). We now prove that each such class is in SF(A, [1, w1[).
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Since the star-free sets are closed under finite union, it follows that the set of words
u ¥ A[1, w1[ such that u / f is in SF(A, [1, w1[).
If x ¥ A[1, w1[ we note by OxPn the equivalence class of x for Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé
games in n turns. The statement of the following proposition is from Ladner
(personal communication).
Proposition 6.1. Let m, n be two integers and x a word such that 0 < |x| < w1.
Then
OxPn=1 3
(u, a, v) ¥ P
OuPn−1 aOvPn−1 2<1 0
(u, a, v) ¥ Q
OuPn−1 aOvPn−1 2 ,
whereP={(u, a, v) ¥ A< w1×A×A< w1 | uav=x} andQ={(u, a, v) ¥ A< w1×A×A< w1
such that for any factorization x=uŒaŒvŒ then u ¾n−1 uŒ or a ] aŒ or v ¾n−1 vŒ}.
This lemma will be useful in the proof of the proposition.
Lemma 6.1. Let x and y be two words such that x ¾n y. If x1, x2, y1, y2 are four
words and a and b two letters determined by the first turn of the game such that
x1ax2=x and y1by2=y, either x1 ¾n−1 y1 or x2 ¾n−1 y2 or a ] b.
Proof. We note by x i and y i the index of letters of x and y played at turn i. In
his or her winning strategy, U plays his or her first pebble and B answers, defining
the factorizations of x and y of the statement of the lemma. If B could not play on
the same letter as U in the other word, we have a ] b. Assume B could. Since U
wins, there exist two integers i, j [ n such that one of the two following conditions
is true:
1. Rc(x i), Rd(y i) and c ] d
2. x i < x j and not y i < y j.
Since playing two times at the same position is not the advantage of U, and since B
can always do the same, we can assume that all his or her moves are different.
Assume 1 is true and that U has played at turn i on the left of the first move (the
other case is similar). Since B could not find the good letter at turn i on the left of
the first move on the other word, and since pebbles played on the right of the first
move are not useful for the winning strategy of U, U has a winning strategy on
x[0, x1[ and y[0, y1[ in n−1 turns. The second case is similar. L
We can now prove the proposition:
Proof. Let y ¥ OxPn. We start by proving that for any factorization x=uav of
w, where u and v are words and a a letter, there exist two words uŒ and vŒ such that
y=uŒavŒ with uŒ ’n−1 u and vŒ ’n−1 v. Assume that it is false, that is to say that for
every uŒ and vŒ we have uŒ ¾n−1 u or vŒ ¾n−1 v. It follows that U has a winning stra-
tegy on the words x and y in n turns: he or she put his or her first pebble on a on x,
and B answers on y. If he cannot play on a letter a, he or she loses in only one
turn. Otherwise, he factorizes y in uŒavŒ, and since either uŒ ¾n−1 u or vŒ ¾n−1 v U has
just to apply his or her winning strategy in n−1 turns either on the left or on the
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right of the first turn. We now show that there does exist u, a, and v such that for
any factorization x=uŒavŒ we have y ¥ OuPn−1 aOvPn−1 and u ¾n−1 uŒ or v ¾n−1 vŒ or
a ] aŒ. Assume that such u, a, and v exist, and let uav=z. The winning strategy of
U consists in playing a on y, determinizing a factorization y=uœavœ. B answers in
x determinizing a factorization x=uŒaŒvŒ. If aŒ ] a, U wins in only one turn.
Otherwise, since uœ ’n−1 u ¾n−1 uŒ or vœ ’n−1 v ¾n−1 vŒ, U applies his or her winning
strategy either on uœ and uŒ or on vœ and vŒ. We thus have obtained the contradic-
tion x ¾n y.
Now let y be a word of the right member of the equality of the statement of the
proposition. We show that B wins the game between x and y in n turns. Assume
(for a contradiction) that x ¾n y. U plays his or her first pebble following his or her
winning strategy; B answers. If U played on x, he or she chooses a factorization of
x=uav such that he or she wins for any factorization of y=uŒaŒvŒ determined by
the first play of B. If a ] aŒ, U wins in a single turn. Otherwise, according to the
preceding lemma, either u ¾n−1 uŒ or v ¾n−1 vŒ, that is to say, there does not exist a
factorization y=uŒaŒvŒ such that u ’n−1 uŒ and v ’n−1 vŒ and a=aŒ, which implies
that y does not belong to the intersection of the right member of the equality, which
is a contradiction. If U played on y, he or she factorized it such that for any fac-
torization x=uŒaŒvŒ determined by the first pebble of B we have either a ] aŒ or
u ¾n−1 uŒ or v ¾n−1 vŒ, and thus y belongs to the union of the right member of the
equality, which contradicts the fact that y is in the right member of the equality. L
7. FROM FINITE APERIODIC w1-SEMIGROUPS TO STAR-FREE SETS
Let A be an alphabet and S a finite aperiodic w1-semigroup. In this section we
prove that a language X recognized by a morphism j: A[1, w1[Q S of w1-semigroups
is in SF(A, [1, w1[).
LetP=j(X)={p1, ..., px}. SinceX=j−1(P)=1i=1...x j−1(pi) andSF(A, [1, w1[)
is closed under finite union it suffices to prove that j−1(pi) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for
any i ¥ 1...x, so we can assume that P contains only one element p ¥ S.
The proof is by induction on the structure in D -classes of S: we will assume that
j−1(x) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every x ¥ S such that p <D x. This is the technique used
in the original proof [Sch65] of Theorem 3.1, but the proof we present now is an
adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.1 from [Per90]. The advantage of the latter
is that the semigroup does not change during the proof, which is not the case in the
former.
Before starting the proof, which is long and technical, we give a (very) short
informal description about it, in order to give some insight to the reader
experienced with semigroup theory. The D-classes of a finite w1-semigroup S can be
preordered by D [D DŒ iff d [D dŒ for any (d, dŒ) ¥ D×DŒ. As S is aperiodic, any
H-class is a singleton, and thus j−1(p)=j−1(L(p)) 5 j−1(R (p)). In order to
prove that j−1(p) is star-free, it suffices to show that j−1(R (p)) and j−1(L(p))
are star-free. We show that j−1(R (p))=j−1(R (p)) A< w1−1p ÁD r j−1(r) (a similar
equality holds for j−1(L(p))) and that each element of the right side of the
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equality is star-free. The proof of the last fact is the long part of the proof and pro-
ceeds by induction on the [D preorder. Here is the main idea, explained with finite
words. Considering words indexed by countable ordinals uses the same arguments,
but with many technical difficulties added because a nonempty factor of such a
word may not have a last letter and the word cannot be read from the right to the
left as it can be read from the left to the right: any nonlast letter has a successor
letter, but there exists nonfirst letters without predecessor letters: the letters at limit
positions. The proof that j−1(R(p)) A< w1 for finite words is star-free is by induc-
tion on the structure in D -classes of S. The induction hypothesis is ‘‘j−1(x) is
star-free if p <D x.’’ Now j−1(R(p)) A< w1=(1 s ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sj(a) R p
s R^ p
j−1(s) aA< w1). If sx R p but
s R^ p then p <D s. We then obtain that j−1(R(p)) A< w1 is star-free using the
induction hypothesis. The remainder of the proof uses similar arguments.
We now start the proof.
If S does not possess a neutral element we add it: since 12=1 this does not
change the aperiodicity of S nor j−1(s) for every s ¥ S. Thus, 1x=x1=1=1w for
every x of S.
We start by showing that
j−1(p)=1j−1(R(p)) AOw1 5 A< w1j−1(L(p))2− 0
p ÁD r
j−1(r). (1)
First, if u ¥ j−1(p), then obviously u has a prefix v such that j(v) ¥ R (p) and a
suffix w such that j(w) ¥L(p). Furthermore, u cannot be in 1p ÁD r j−1(r).
Now let u be in the right member of the equality. Then u has a prefix v and a
suffix w such that j(v) ¥R (p), j(w) ¥L(p), and of course j(u) [R j(v) and
j(u) [L j(w). Since u ¨1p ÁDr j−1(r) then p [D j(u). Since j(u) [R j(v) (resp.
j(u) [L j(w)) implies j(u) [D j(v) (resp. j(u) [D j(w)) and j(v) ¥R(p) (resp.
j(w) ¥L(p)) implies j(v) ¥D(p) (resp. j(w) ¥D(p)) then j(u) D p D j(v)
D j(w). Using Proposition 1.11 it follows that j(u) ¥ R(p) 5L(p), so j(u)=p
by usage of Proposition 1.10.
It remains to show that each component of the right member of equality 1
belongs to SF(A, [1, w1[). It will prove that j−1(p) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) because
SF(A, [1, w1[) is closed under the operations used in the right member of equality 1.
The following lemmas will be needed:
Lemma 7.1. Let A be an alphabet, n an integer, and (Li)i < n a finite family of sets
such that Li ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every i < n. Then (1i < n LiA< w1)w ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. If every Li ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[), according to Section 4 there exists a first-
order sentence f i such that Li=L(f i). A first-order formula f
i
x, y with exactly two
free variables x and y (two names that do not already appear in f i) and such that
(a0,”) · · · (aa, {x}) · · · (ab, {y}) · · · / f ix, y iff D
a [ c < b
ac ¥ Li
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can easily be built from f i. Now let f be the first-order sentence defined by
f — ,xŒ ,z(-y z [ y)N1I
i < n
f ix, y{xP z, yP xŒ}2
N-xŒ ,yŒ ,zŒ xŒ < yŒNyŒ < zŒN 1I
i < n
f ix, y{xP yŒ, yP zŒ}2 .
Informally speaking, the first line says that a model of f has a proper prefix in
1i < n Li and the second line that after any position there exists a proper factor of
the model, which is not a suffix, and that belongs to 1i < n Li. We let the reader
check that L(f)=(1i < n LiA< w1)w. According to Section 6, (1i < n LiA< w1)w ¥
SF(A, [1, w1[). L
Lemma 7.2. If X, Y ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) then X·Y
||Ł
¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. If X, Y ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) there exist two first-order sentences fX and fY
such thatL(fX)=X andL(fY)=Y. Again, a first-order formula fXx, y with exactly
two free variables x and y (two names that do not already appear in fX) and such
that
(a0,”) · · · (aa, {x}) · · · (ab, {y}) · · · / fXx, y iff D
a [ c < b
ac ¥X
can easily be built from fX. The same holds for fY. Now let fX·Y
Ł
be the first-order
sentence defined as
fX·Y
Ł
— ,z((-x z [ x)N (-xŒ z < xŒQ ,yŒ ,zŒ xŒ [ yŒNyŒ < zŒ
NfXx, y{xP z, yP yŒ}NfYx, y{xP yŒ, yP zŒ})) .
ThenL(fX·Y
Ł
)=X·Y
|Ł
. According to Section 6, X·Y
|Ł
¥ SF(A[1, w1[). L
As a consequence of Lemma 7.2 and Corollary 1.1:
Lemma 7.3. Let e be an idempotent of a finite w1-semigroup such that j−1(e) ¥
SF(A, [1, w1[). Then j−1(e)w ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
Lemma 7.4. Let S be a finite w1-semigroup and p be an element of S such that
j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for any p <D s. Then
1 0
s ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sj(a) R p
s R^ p
j−1(s) aA<w1 22 1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S×E(S)
sŒeŒwR p
sŒ R^ p
sŒeŒ R^ p
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)wA<w1 2 ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. Since S is finite the number of unions involved is finite. So it suffices to
prove that j−1(s) ¥ SF(A[1, w1[) for each s in the first union and that
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for each pair (sŒ, eŒ) of the second union. If
p ÁD s then sj(a) R p is impossible. If s D p then s R p because sj(a) R p and by
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Proposition 1.2. So p <D s, which proves that j−1(s) ¥ SF(A[1, w1[). The proof
that j−1(sŒ) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) is identical. Now if p Á D eŒ then sŒeŒw R p is impos-
sible. If eŒ D p then sŒeŒ D p because sŒeŒw D p. Because sŒeŒw R p and by Proposi-
tion 1.2 it follows that sŒeŒ R p, which is a contradiction. So p <D eŒ, which
proves j−1(eŒ) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[). Finally, Lemma 7.3 proves that j−1(eŒ)w ¥
SF(A, [1, w1[). L
Lemma 7.5. Let e be an idempotent of a finite w1-semigroup S such that
j−1(x) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every e <D x. Then
11 0
s ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sj(a) R e
s R^ e
j−1(s) aA< w1 2 2 1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S×E(S)
sŒeŒw R e
sŒ R^ e
sŒeŒ R^ e
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w A< w1 22w ¥ SF(A[1, w1[).
Proof. Recall that S is finite, so the number of unions involved is finite. By
Lemma 7.1 it suffices to prove that j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for each s in the first
union and that j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for each pair (sŒ, eŒ) of the second
union. The proof exactly follows the proof of Lemma 7.4. L
We now prove that
Lemma 7.6. If S is a finite aperiodic w1-semigroup and p an element of S such
that j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every s ¥ S such that p <D s, then 1p ÁD r j−1(r)
¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. In order to do it we first show that
0
p ÁD r
j−1(r)= 0
a ¥ A
p ÁD j(a)
A< w1aA< w1 0
e ¥ E(S)
p [D e
p ÁD e
w
Aw1j−1(e)w A< w1
0
a, b ¥ A
s ¥ S1
p [D j(a) s
p [D sj(b)
p ÁD j(a) sj(b)
A< w1aj−1(s) bA< w1 0
a ¥ A
(s, e) ¥ S1×E(S)
p [D e
ws
p [D sj(a)
p ÁD e
wsj(a)
A< w1j−1(e)w j−1(s) aA< w1
0
(s, e1, e2) ¥ S
1×E(S)×E(S)
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
A< w1j−1(e1)w j−1(s) j−1(e2)wA< w1. (2)
Clearly a word in the right member of the equality belongs to the left member too.
Assume now that u is a word of the left member. If u has a letter a such that
p ÁD j(a) then u belongs to the first union of the right member of the equality.
Assume u does not have such a letter, and let w be a smallest factor of u such that
p ÁD j(w). Write |w| is normal form |w|=wa0+·· ·wan, where n is an integer.
Assume first there is only one term in this sum; i.e., n=0. Then a0 > 0 since u does
not have a letter a such that p ÁD j(a). So u belongs to the second union of the
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right member of the equality. Suppose now that n > 0. We have two cases to
examine: either |w| ¥ Lim or |w| ¥ Succ. Assume first that |w| ¥ Lim. Then w has a
factorization w=w1w2w3 with |w1 |=wa0 and |w3 |=wan. Both of these lengths are
limit ordinals, so w belongs to the last union of the right member of the equality.
Assume now that |w| ¥ Succ. Then w has a last letter and if a0 ¥ Lim, w belongs to
the third union of the right member of the equality or to the fourth union of the
right member of the equality otherwise. Thus the equality is proved; it remains to
show that each union of its right member belongs to SF(A, [1, w1[). It is trivial for
the first one. Let us see the second one. We obviously have
0
e ¥ E(S)
p [D e
p ÁD e
w
A< w1j−1(e)w A< w1= 0
e ¥ E(S)
p < D e
p ÁD e
w
A< w1j−1(e)w 0
e ¥ E(S)
p D e
p ÁD e
w
A< w1j−1(e)w A< w1.
So we have to prove that the right member of the equality is in SF(A, [1, w1[). The
first union belongs to SF(A, [1, w1[) because of the hypothesis and Lemma 7.3.
Furthermore, it can easily be checked that
0
e ¥ E(S)
p D e
p ÁD e
w
A< w1j−1(e)wA< w1
ı 0
e ¥ E(S)
p D e
p ÁD e
w
A< w11 0
sŒ ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sŒj(a) R e
sŒ R^ e
j−1(sŒ) aA< w1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S×E(S)
sŒeŒw R e
sŒ R^ e
sŒeŒ R^ e
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w A< w1)w A< w1 (3)
and that the right member of the inclusion is in SF(A, [1, w1[) because of Lemma
7.5. Furthermore, the right member of the inclusion it itself included in
1p ÁD r j−1(r): if u is a word that belongs to the right member of the inclusion then it
has a factor w such that w has a factorization <i < w vi verifying either j(vi) R e or
j(vi) <D e for each integer i (by usage of Proposition 1.11). If j(vi) <D e for some i
then j(u) <D e, so p ÁD j(u). If this case never happens then according to Theorem
1.3 we can suppose the existence of a linked pair (sŒ, eŒ) such that j(v0)=sŒ and
j(vi)=eŒ for any positive integer i. So j(w)=sŒeŒw. Since eŒ R e, by Proposition 1.6
we have eŒw=ew, so p ÁD e −w because p ÁD ew, and p Á D j(u). The ideas for the
two last unions of the right member of equality (2) are the same. For the fourth
union we have
0
a ¥ A
(s, e) ¥ S1×E(S)
p [D e
ws
p [D sj(a)
p ÁD e
wsj(a)
A< w1j−1(e)w j−1(s) aA< w1
= 0
a ¥ A
(s, e) ¥ S1×E(S)
p <D e
p [D e
ws
p [D sj(a)
p ÁD e
wsj(a)
A< w1j−1(e)w j−1(s) aA< w1 0
a ¥ A
(s, e) ¥ S1×E(S)
p D e
p [D e
ws
p [D sj(a)
p ÁD e
wsj(a)
A< w1j−1(e)w j−1(s) aA< w1
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and
0
a ¥ A
(s, e) ¥ S1×E(S)
p D e
p [D e
ws
p [D sj(a)
p ÁD e
wsj(a)
A< w1j−1(e)w j−1(s) aA< w1
ı 0
a ¥ A
(s, e) ¥ S1×E(S)
p D e
p [D e
ws
p [D sj(a)
p ÁD e
wsj(a)
A< w1 1 0
sŒ ¥ S1
b ¥ A
sŒj(b) R e
sŒ R^ e
j−1(sŒ) bA< w1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S×E(S)
sŒeŒw R e
sŒ R^ e
sŒeŒ R^ e
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w A< w1 2w
×j−1(s) aAw1 (4)
and for the last one (for short we write ABBREV(A, e1, s, e2) for A< w1j−1(e1)w
j−1(s) j−1(e2)w A< w1)
0
s ¥ S1
e1 ¥ E(S)
e2 ¥ E(S)
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
ABBREV(A, e1, s, e2)
= 0
s ¥ S1
e1 ¥ E(S)
e2 ¥ E(S)
p < D e1
p < D e2
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
ABBREV(A, e1, s, e2)
0
s ¥ S1
e1 ¥ E(S)
e2 ¥ E(S)
p D e1
p < D e2
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
ABBREV(A, e1, s, e2) 0
s ¥ S1
e1 ¥ E(S)
e2 ¥ E(S)
p < D e1
p D e2
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
ABBREV(A, e1, s, e2)
0
(s, e1, e2) ¥ S
1×E(S)×E(S)
p D e1
p D e2
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
ABBREV(A, e1, s, e2)
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and
0
(s, e1, e2) ¥ S
1×E(S)×E(S)
p D e1
p D e2
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
A< w1j−1(e1)w j−1(s) j−1(e2)w A< w1
ı 0
s ¥ S1
e1 ¥ E(S)
e2 ¥ E(S)
p D e1
p D e2
p [D e
w
1 s
p [D se
w
2
p ÁD e
w
1 se
w
2
A< w11 0
sŒ ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sŒj(a) R e1
sŒ R^ e1
j−1(sŒ) aA< w1 0
sŒ ¥ S
eŒ ¥ E(S)
sŒeŒw R e1
sŒ R^ e1
sŒeŒ R^ e1
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w A< w1 2w j−1(s)
×1 0
sŒ ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sŒj(a) R e2
sŒ R^ e2
j−1(sŒ) aA< w1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S×E(S)
sŒeŒw R e2
sŒ R^ e2
sŒeŒ R^ e2
j−1(sŒ) j−1 (eŒ)w A< w1 2w A< w1 (5)
and so on.
It remains to prove that j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) in the right members of inclu-
sions 4, 5 in the third union of the right member of equality (2) to show that
1p ÁD r j−1(r) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[). In order to do it we will show that if there exist two
elements x, y of S such that p [D xs, p [D sy, and p Á D xsy then p <D s. It follows
from the hypothesis that j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
We can deduce from p [D xs that p [D s. Assume p D s. Since p [D xs and
p [D sy then p D xs D sy D s. Applying Proposition 1.12 it follows that p D xsy,
which is a contradiction. So p <D s and j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[). This ends the
proof of the lemma. L
We now prove that j−1(R (p)) A< w1 ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) in equality (1):
Lemma 7.7. If S is a finite w1-semigroup and p an element of S such that
j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every s ¥ S such that p <D s, then j−1(R(p)) A< w1 ¥
SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. It can easily be checked that
j−1(R(p)) A< w1=1 0
s ¥ S1
a ¥ A
sj(a) R p
s R^ p
j−1(s) aA< w1 2 2 1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S×E(S)
sŒeŒw R p
sŒ R^ p
sŒeŒ R^ p
j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w A< w1 2
which belongs to SF(A, [1, w1[) by Lemma 7.4. L
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We can prove a stronger result:
Lemma 7.8. If S is a finite w1-semigroup and p an element of S such that
j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every s ¥ S such that p <D s, then j−1(R(p)) ¥
SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. We first show the equality
j−1(R(p))=j−1(R(p)) A< w1− 0
p ÁD r
j−1(r).
The inclusion from left to right is trivial. Let us see the other one. Let u be a word
of the right member of the equality. Then u has a prefix v such that j(v) ¥R(p).
Since u ¨1p ÁD r j−1(r) then p [D j(u), so j(u) D p because j(v) ¥R(p). By Prop-
osition 1.2 it follows that j(u) ¥R(p). The lemma follows from Lemmas 7.7 and
7.6. L
We next show that A< w1j−1(L(p)) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) in equality (1):
Lemma 7.9. If S is a finite w1-semigroup and p an element of S such that
j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) for every s ¥ S such that p <D s, then A< w1j−1(L(p))
¥ SF(A, [1, w1[).
Proof. We show that
A< w1j−1(L(p))
=1 0
s ¥ S1
a ¥ A
j(a) sLp
s L^ p
A< w1aj−1(s)2 2 1 0
(sŒ, eŒ) ¥ S1×S
eŒwsŒLp
sŒ L^ p
A< w1 j−1(R(eŒ)) ·j−1(R(eŒ))
|||||||||||||||||Ł
j−1(sŒ)2 .
First the inclusion from right to left. The first union of the right member of the
equality is clearly included in the left member of the equality. Assume now that u
belongs to the second union. Then u has a suffix in j−1(R(eŒ)) ·j−1(R(eŒ))
||||||||||||||||Ł
j−1(sŒ).
Let w be a prefix of this suffix that belongs to j−1(R(eŒ)) ·j−1(R(eŒ))
||||||||||||||||Ł
such that
u=xwv with v ¥ j −1(sŒ) and x ¥ A< w1. Let (xjyj)j < w be an w-sequence of prefixes
of w such that xj, yj ¥ j −1(R(eŒ)), |xj | > |xj−1yj−1 | for every integer j > 0 and
(|xiyi |)i < w is cofinal with |w|. Let (zj)j < w be the w-sequence of words such
that xj+1=xjzj for any integer j. Since j(xi) R eŒ and (|xi |)i < w is cofinal with |w|,
there does not exist a factor wŒ of w such that eŒ Á D j(wŒ). Since zi ¥ yiA< w1
and j(yi) R eŒ for any integer i, then j(zi) R eŒ by Proposition 1.2. But w=
x0 <i < w zi, so w ¥ j−1i (R(eŒ))w. As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 there exist
a strictly increasing (ni)i < w of integers and a linked pair (sœ, eœ) of elements of S
such that j(x0z0 · · · zn0 )=sœ and j(zni+1 · · · zni+1)=eœ for any integer i. Since in
x0z0 · · · zn0 (resp. zni+1 · · · zni+1 for any integer i) j(x0) R eŒ (resp. (zni+1 R eŒ) then
j(x0z0 · · · zn0 ) R eŒ (resp. j(zni+1 · · · zni+1) R eŒ) according to Proposition 1.2. So
u ¥ A< w1j−1(sœ) j−1(eœ)w j−1(s) with sœ R eŒ and eœ R eŒ. But eœw=eŒw according
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to Proposition 1.6. So u ¥ A< w1(eŒws) and u belongs to the left member of the
equality since eŒwsL p.
Let us turn now to the inclusion from left to right. Let u be a word in the left
member of the equality. Then u has a suffix v such that j(v)Lp. Take v as small as
possible (observe that v is not unique). Let x be the smallest prefix of v such that
v=xy and j(y)L^ p. If |x| ¥ Succ let a be the last letter of x. Then j(ay)L p so u
belongs to the first union of the right member of the equality. If |x| ¥ Lim write |x|
in Cantor normal form, |x|=wa1+·· ·+wan (with an > 0), and let w be a suffix of x
of length wan. Since |w| is a countable limit ordinal as a consequence of Theorem 1.3
there exists a linked pair (sŒ, eŒ) of S such that w ¥ j−1(sŒ) j−1(eŒ)w. Let w1 and
w2 be such that w=w1w2, w1 ¥ j−1(sŒ), and w2 ¥ j−1(eŒ)w ı j−1(eŒ) ·j−1(eŒ)
|||||||||Ł
ı
j−1(R(eŒ)) ·j−1(R(eŒ))
||||||||||||||||Ł
. Then u has w2y as a suffix, j(w2y)Lp, j(y)L^ p, and
eŒwj(y)L p which proves that u belongs to the second union of the right member
of the equality.
It remains to show that the right member of the equality belongs to
SF(A, [1, w1[). Since S is finite the number of unions involved are finite, and since
SF(A, [1, w1[) is closed under finite unions, products, and ·] according to Lemma
7.2 it suffices to show that every j−1(x) of the right member of the equality belongs
to SF(A, [1, w1[). Let us begin by j−1(s) in the first union. If p Á D s then
j(a) sL p is impossible. So p [D s. If p <D s then j−1(s) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) by the
hypothesis of the lemma. Otherwise, p D s. If p D s then since j(a) sL p implies
j(a) s D p, using Proposition 1.11 we have pL s, which is impossible. Now we
show that j−1(R(eŒ)) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) in the second union. Since eŒwsŒ D p then
either p <D eŒ or p D eŒ. In the first case j−1(R(eŒ)) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) follows from
the induction hypothesis and the finiteness of S, in the second case from Lemma
7.8. Finally we check that j−1(sŒ) ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[) in the second union using the
same arguments as for j−1(s) in the first union. This ends the proof of the
lemma. L
It follows from Lemmas 7.6, 7.7, and 7.9 that every component of the right
member of equality (1) belongs to SF(A, [1, w1[). We thus gave an effective
algorithm to compute a star-free expression from any finite w1-semigroup.
8. EXAMPLES
We now give two examples of characterizations of star-free languages using their
syntactic w1-semigroup. We first show an example of a language which is not
star-free and an example of a star-free language.
Example 8.1. LetA={a, b}andL=(aa+b)< w1−l. The syntacticw1-semigroup
S of L is given in Example 1.8. Since aH 1 then S contains a nontrivial group
{1, a}; i.e., S is not aperiodic, so L is not star-free and not definable by a first-order
sentence. An automaton recognizing L is given in Example 1.5 and a second-order
sentence f such thatL(f)=L in Example 2.1.
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Example 8.2. Let A={a, b} and S={a, b, 0, ab, ba} be the w1-semigroup
whose D-classes structure is
a : * ab
* ba b
* 0
and such that 0 is a zero S, a2=b2=0, aba=a, bab=b, and (ab)w=ab. Let
j: A[1, w1[Q S be the morphism of w1-semigroups defined by j(a)=a and j(b)=b.
Then S recognizes L=(ab)< w1−l since L=j−1({ab}). Furthermore, S is the
syntactic w1-semigroup of L and is aperiodic. So we have L ¥ SF(A, [1, w1[):
L=A[1, w1[−(LŒbA< w1 2 A< w1a 2 A< w1aaA< w1 2 A< w1bbA< w1),
where LŒ=A< w1−A< w1A is the set of words of limit or zero length.
A first-order sentence f such thatL(f)=L is
f=(-x( ¬ ,y x=y+1Q Ra(x)))N (-xRa(x)Q (,y y=x+1NRb(y)))
N (-x(,y x < yNRb(x))Q ,z z=x+1NRa(z))N (,x Ra(x)KRb(x)).
The first term of the conjunction expresses that every letter without predecessor is
an ‘‘a,’’ the second that every ‘‘a’’ is followed by a ‘‘b,’’ the third one that every ‘‘b’’
which is not the last letter of the word is followed by an ‘‘a,’’ and the last excludes
the empty word from L(f). An automaton recognizing L is given in Example 1.6
and a second-order sentence logically equivalent to f in Example 2.2.
9. VARIETIES
The links between varieties and star-free sets of words of countable length are
discussed in this section.
The following definitions and results are issued from the theory of universal
algebra (see [Alm94]). Let S and T be two w1-semigroups whose products are
respectively denoted by jS and jT. We say that S divises T if there exists a surjec-
tive morphism from a sub-w1-semigroup of T of S. The product of S and T is the
w1-semigroup composed of the elements of S×T and verifying, for any countable
ordinal a and sequences (sb)b < a and (tb)b < a of respectively elements of S and T:
jS×T 1D
b < a
(sb, tb)2=1jS 1D
b < a
sb 2, jT 1D
b < a
tb 22 .
Definition 9.1. A pseudo-variety of finite w1-semigroups is a class of finite
w1-semigroups closed under product and division.
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Proposition 9.1. Let A be an alphabet and {(ui, vi): 0 < i < w} ı A[1, w[×A[1, w[.
The class of finite w1-semigroups that satisfy all or all but finitely many of the
identities ui=vi is a pseudo-variety of finite w1-semigroups.
As an example, the class of finite aperiodic w1-semigroups is a pseudo-variety of
finite w1-semigroups since any element x of any finite w1-semigroup of this class
verifies all but finitely many of the identities (x i=x i+1)i < w.
We now turn to the definition of a variety of languages. Let S be an
w1-semigroup, X ı S, s ¥ S, and
• s−1X={t ¥ S : st ¥X}
• Xs−w={t ¥ S : (ts)w ¥X}
• Xs−1={t ¥ S : ts ¥X}.
Definition 9.2. A variety of w1-languages V is a function which associates to
any alphabet A a class A[1, w1[V of rational w1-languages of A[1, w1[ such that:
• for any alphabet A, A[1, w1[V is a boolean algebra;
• for any alphabet A, if X ¥ A[1, w1[V and x ¥ A[1, w1[, x−1X ¥ A[1, w1[V, Xx−1 ¥
A[1, w1[V, and Xx−w ¥ A[1, w1[V;
• if j : A[1, w1[ B[1, w1[ is a morphism of free w1-semigroups and X ¥ B[1, w1[V
then j−1(X) ¥ A[1, w1[V.
We refer to [Bed98b] for a proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 9.1 [Bed98b, BC98]. The map V QV is a bijection between pseudo-
varieties of finite w1-semigroups and varieties of w1-languages.
In particular, the star-free languages of words of countable length are a variety of
languages.
10. CONCLUSION
This paper extends to languages of words of any countable length the theorem of
Schützenberger, McNaughton, and Papert that establishes that any language
of finite words expressed with one of the three formalisms, the finite aperiodic
semigroups, first-order sentences, and star-free expressions, can also be expressed in
the two others. All constructions used in the proof are effective.
The star-free languages of finite words were the first class of languages charac-
terized by algebraic properties. A lot of other subclasses of recognizable sets have
also been characterized by their algebraic properties since that time. Such results
could be extended to languages of words of countable length.
Two kinds of logic formulæ were used in this paper: first-order formulæ and
second-order formulæ. Another kind of logics is often used to define sets of finite or
w words: the temporal logics. Temporal logics are used in practice to represent the
behavior of processes. They do not use quantifiers. Particular temporal logic
formulæ are built from atomic formulæ Ra where a is a letter of the alphabet and
by induction using the usual boolean connectors and three temporal connectors
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N,q, and U: if f and k are both temporal logic formulæ, then so are
jKk, ¬ j, Nj,qj, and jUk. The semantics of those formulæ is defined by:
• u/ Ra if the first letter of u is an a,
• u/ jKk if u/ j or u/ k,
• u/ ¬ j if u ^/ j,
• u/ Nj if u[1, |u|[/ j,
• u/qj if there exists b < |u| such that u[b, |u|[ / j,
• u/ jUk if there exists b < |u| such that u[b, |u|[/ k and u[a, |u|[/ j for
every a < b.
There exist many proofs [Kam68, GPSS80, CPP93, CC91] of the equivalence
between this kind of temporal logic and the first-order logic used in this paper, if
the length of words considered is finite or at most w. Rohde [Roh97] recently
showed that this temporal logic is stricly included in the first order logic we used as
soon as models of length greater than w are considered. The algebraic characteriza-
tion of languages described by formulæ of this kind of temporal logic is still an
open problem. In fact we do not know if the class of such languages is even a
variety of languages.
Finally, the empty word was excluded from the languages studied in this paper.
Taking it into account can easily be done by replacing w1-semigroups with
w1-monoids (w1-semigroups with a neutral element).
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